PKS yellow group
Reading
It is important that you attempt to read with your child daily and recap all Phase 2 and 3 sounds to keep these fresh
in their minds. We have uploaded phonics mats with these sounds on to support you. There are a range of websites
with free phonics activities on that can support you with this, we have provided a link to phonicsplay.co.uk on our
list of useful websites which you may find useful.
oxfordowl.co.uk is our recommended website to support with reading at home. You can create a login for free to
have access to a vast e-book library by clicking on the link on the homepage as pictured below.

Once you have clicked on that link you will have the option to sort books based on their level. Once you clicked on
the levels tab, you can select the ‘Letters and Sounds Phase’ option and you will need to select Phase 3 to find books
appropriate to your child’s level.

Writing
On pobble365.com you will find a new picture daily to inspire writing, this is free and there is no need to create a
login. The activities on here can be adapted to suit your child’s ability. When you go on the website it will look
something like this. Not all of the suggested tasks will be directly applicable but I have outlined how they can be
adapted for your child below.

1) First of all, discuss the picture with your child.
What can they see in the picture?
What do they think might have happened?
2) Ask them to tell you a simple sentence about the picture. For example ‘The man has a red top on.’
3) Say the sentence back to them and count how many words so that they can check they haven’t missed any
when they write it.
4) Remind them to use capital letters, full stops and phonics mats (available in resources) to help them spell the
words.
5) Do this for 3 or 4 simple sentences and then ask them to read it back to you.
Expectation- If they use capital letters and full stops and can read their sentences back, then that is great. They
should also be forming all letters correctly as outlined on the handwriting policy.
Expect them only to be able to use what they have learnt so far in phonics and the high frequency words in line with
their current phase as pictured below.

For example if they write, ‘The sky is blue.’ as ‘The skigh is bloo.’ then this is a great success as they have applied
what they know.

Maths
In school, your child has been focusing on a range of maths skills which you can easily continue at home. A range of
suggested activities are listed below.
•
•
•
•

Counting in 2s forwards and backwards to 20.
Counting forwards and backwards in 10s to 100.
Number bonds within 10.
Adding 1 more or 1 less to a number within 10 using resources.

For example, Give your child 6 blocks of lego. Ask them to take away one, then ask how many are left.
•

Adding two single digit numbers using resources.

For example, 5 + 6 =
Get your child to count out 5 blocks of lego in one colour and 6 in a different colour and then ask how many
altogether.
If you have access to internet on your phone, tablet or PC you can also practise many related skills online on a game
called hit the button accessed at: https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button as pictured below.
Number bonds to make 10 and doubles and halves to 10 will be appropriate for their level, although they may need
to use resources alongside this to support them.

